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* Forgot to bring your books for the autographing sessions? Don’t worry! Vendors will be selling books by 
our DLC’s featured authors as well as a variety of  other educational books and materials. Vendors will be 

located in the gymnasium and open for business throughout the conference.

Student Tech Tables 
Stop outside the vendor hall to have 
conversations with students about 
the digital tools they are using to 

create, communicate, and 
collaborate!

Registration and  Breakfast Concessions Available 
Vendor Hall Open 

General Session 1 
Opening: “I Come From”  
Keynote: Cornelius Minor 
“What Tomorrow Looks Like: Reflection, Remixing & The 
Way Forward” 

Session A 

Session B 

Lunch 
Autographing Session* 
Student Tech Tables 

General Session 2 
Keynote: Jewell Parker Rhodes 
“Bearing Witness: Empowering Change” 

Session C 

Autographing Session*

7:30 
7:30- 4:00 

8:30-10:00 

10:30-11:15 

11:30-12:15 

12:15-1:30 

1:30-2:30 

2:45-3:45 

4:00-4:30

Conference Schedule 
Saturday, February 22, 2020



Cornelius Minor is a Brooklyn-based educator. He works with 
teachers, school leaders, and leaders of community-based 
organizations to support equitable literacy reform in cities 
(and sometimes villages) across the globe. He has featured in 
numerous writing and education publications and a featured 
speaker at conferences all over the world. Most recently, 
along with his partner and wife, Kass Minor, he has 
established The Minor Collective, a community-based 
movement designed to foster sustainable change in schools. 
Whether working with educators and kids in Los Angeles, 
Seattle, or New York City, Cornelius uses his love for 
technology, hip-hop, and social media to bring communities 
together. 

You can connect with him at Kass and Corn, or on Twitter at 
@MisterMinor.  

2020 Dublin Literacy Conference 
Featured Authors

Cornelius  
Minor

Jewell 
Parker Rhodes

As a zoologist, author, and illustrator, Jess Keating has been 
sprayed by skunks, bitten by crocodiles, and victim to the 
dreaded papercut. Her books blend science, humor, creativity, 
and curiosity, and include the acclaimed My Life is a Zoo 
middle grade trilogy, the picture book biography, Shark Lady, 
and the award-winning World of Weird Animals series, which 
launched with Pink is for Blobfish. Her new middle grade 
series, Elements of Genius released in July 2019, starting 
with Nikki Tesla and the Ferret-Proof Death Ray. Her next 
nonfiction picture books, Ask Me Anything with Dr. Sugarpaws 
and Ocean Speaks both release in 2020.  

You can find her on Twitter @Jess_Keating, Instagram 
@JessKeatingBooks or on her website www.jesskeating.com 

Jess 
Keating

Tracy  
Zager

Tracy Zager taught fourth grade for many years and then 
spent time mentoring preservice teachers across grades K-12 
throughout rural, suburban and urban schools. Her time in 
these schools allowed her to research and work with many 
students and teachers in regards to math. From her research 
she wrote Becoming the Math Teacher You Wish You’d Had: 
Ideas and Strategies from Vibrant Classrooms. She now 
spends her time as a K-6 math coach in Rollinsford Grade 
school in Maine and editing science and math professional 
books for Stenhouse. Tracy enjoys traveling across the 
country presenting at math and educational conferences.  

To learn more about Tracy visit her website at  
tjzager.com/about/.  

Jewell Parker Rhodes always loved reading and writing 
stories. She was born and raised in Manchester Pennsylvania 
and was always a voracious reader. She began college as a 
dance major, but when she discovered there were novels by 
African Americans, for African Americans, she knew she 
wanted to be an author. She has written six novels for adults, 
two writing guides, a memoir, and five children’s books.  She 
is the author of Ghost Boys, Towers Falling, and the Louisiana 
Girls Trilogy: Ninth Ward, Sugar, and Bayou Magic. Her new 
book Black Brother, Black Brother will be published on March 
8, 2020. When she’s not writing, she’s visiting schools or 
teaching writing at Arizona State University. 

To learn more about Jewell Parker Rhodes, visit her website 
http://jewellparkerrhodes.com/ 



A-3 Ode to a Sea Cucumber: The Hidden Benefits of 
Nonfiction 
Think nonfiction is all about the facts? Sometimes the magic behind these 
books occurs outside the pages. In this presentation, author, illustrator, and 
zoologist Jess Keating will explore the hidden psychological, social, and 
personal benefits of nonfiction reading, strategies for empowered writing, and 
why your classroom should strive to represent all types of readers and 
writers.  
Jess Keating*               ALL 
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A-1 Assessment is not a proper noun owned by the 
testing companies: Using Data To Create Powerfully 
Literate Experiences for All Children 
Assessment and data are essential components of our shared work. 
Recently, the terms assessment and “data" have been used in ways that 
leave us with an unclear view of who children are, and how to best plan for 
them. In this session, we will examine what it means to work toward 
understanding children as fully as possible so that we can craft powerful 
literacy experiences work for the communities of children that we serve. 
Cornelius Minor*                ALL

A-4 Lost in Translation: From Writer's Workshop to 
Leveled Math Groups, part 1 of 2  
In the elementary grades, we often take ideas from literacy and apply them 
to math class. Sometimes that works well, e.g., sensemaking strategies for 
story problems. Sometimes, however, we oversimplify an approach, losing its 
power and purpose. In this session, we'll look at various grouping formats 
used in elementary math classes today (math workshop, guided math, RTI) 
through this lens. What were the original ideas? What have they morphed 
into? What does that transformation mean for students?                          
Tracy Zager*               ALL

A-2 Writing Diverse Stories 
Using examples from Rhodes's books, she'll discuss the key elements for 
creating successful stories. Her "how-to" techniques can be adapted for most 
classroom audiences as well inspire beginning to advanced writers. Through 
Q & A, she'll also try to answer any other general questions about the writing 
process and getting published.                                                                  
Jewell Parker Rhodes*              ALL

A-5 Creating a Writer-Centered Culture Together 
Is the writer at the center of your daily writing workshop? We will explore how 
writing together pushed our thinking about writing instruction and shifted our 
practice about who makes the decisions, who sets the goals, who gives the 
feedback, and who drives the learning. 
Kara Belden, Beth Honeycutt              M/H

A-8 NCTE's Build Your Stack(®): Books that Engage our 
Learners! 
This Build Your Stack presentation will include 7 Elementary teachers each 
sharing 5 must have books to use with children. Third grade teacher Colleen 
Whitty, fourth grade teacher Mary Brothers, Fifth grade teacher Stacey 
Charbel, Librarian Beth Clark, Numeracy Coach Allie Armstrong, and 
Principal Lauren Windham. 
Lynsey Burkins                  P/I

A-7 Still Struggling: Repairing Trauma While Teaching 
Reading in High School 
This session will focus on building literacy in high school age struggling 
readers by recognizing and welcoming their strengths into the reading 
process and acknowledging the harm done as they've made their way 
through the educational system. It will offer concrete processes for building 
community and increasing confidence. We all know that trauma effects our 
ability to learn, but how does this specifically impact struggling readers? How 
can we address this as we race to build reading skills? At the end of the 
session, I will facilitate the creation of a community sharing space so that we 
can continue to grow and communicate as we leave the conference and 
return to our schools.  
Austin Sayre                   H

A-6 Widen Your Aperture: Shifting Perspectives to be 
Equitable & Inclusive 
"The word aperture shows up in both optics and photography. Our natural 
aperture is found in our eyes. The pupil, our eyes aperture, opens and closes 
to let in more light so that we are able to see more clearly under certain 
conditions." -Zaretta Hammond 
This session builds upon the complexity of identity and the importance of 
understanding ourselves and the world around us. Learning about culture, 
communication and how our lived experiences shape our perception of the 
world around us help us to move towards equity and inclusion for ALL 
students regardless of background or experiences. 
Katrice Quitter               ALL

A-10 Improving Teacher Practice through Classroom Lab 
Sites 
We value authentic practice for our students, but when it comes to teacher 
improvement is this value reflected in our PD? Join us, two teacher leaders, 
as we share our approach to supporting teachers - new and seasoned, alike 
- in strengthening their instructional practices, specifically as pertains to the 
workshop model. Participants who have the opportunity to lead PD in their 
own districts will benefit from seeing models of professional development, 
sample schedules, and example materials. 
Kara Davis, Jenn Nelson              ALL

A-9 Powering Up Your Makerspace and Thinking with 
Literature 
Use literature to light up and inspire students' makerspace thinking and 
creativity. This session looks at engaging and empowering students by using 
literature to introduce makerspace concepts, challenges, and activities to 
elementary students. Choice, voice and authenticity are embedded into a 
range of affordable, doable activities. Come participate and learn about 
makerspace activities you can use in your learning space tomorrow! 
Deb Logan                  P/I

(Session A continued on next page)
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B-1 Lost in Translation: From Writer's Workshop to 
Leveled Math Groups, part 2 of 2  
NOTE: This is part 2 of a two-part session continued from Session A.          
In the elementary grades, we often take ideas from literacy and apply them 
to math class. Sometimes that works well, e.g., sensemaking strategies for 
story problems. Sometimes, however, we oversimplify an approach, losing its 
power and purpose. In this session, we'll look at various grouping formats 
used in elementary math classes today (math workshop, guided math, RTI) 
through this lens. What were the original ideas? What have they morphed 
into? What does that transformation mean for students?                          
Tracy Zager*               ALL

P

A-12 Book Clubs: Making the Most of Our Minutes 
We know that students need to make choices in what they read in order to 
increase their engagement and ownership. But how do we make sure that 
we provide students with choice and still maintain rigor in our instruction? In 
this session, participants will add to their knowledge about book club 
structures, while also thinking about how to meet the needs of the readers in 
the room. 
Angela Faulhaber             I/M/H

A-13 EL Theory, Tips, and Tools 
You may not hold a TESOL endorsement, but your classroom is growing in 
diversity nonetheless. What can you do to help students who speak other 
languages? This session is especially helpful to classroom teachers and staff 
who work with EL students. Come learn about the identification process of 
English Learners in Ohio's public school settings, language acquisition 
stages, and the types of language needed to be successful in and out of the 
classroom. Learn helpful tips and see practical ways you can support 
language learning in any setting. 
Liz Weingard              P/I/M

A-11 Ready To Read! 
Reading success begins with a strong base of foundational reading skills. 
This session will review the research on the skills early readers need in order 
to be successful, examine the Common Core foundational reading 
standards, discuss strategies and fun activities teachers can use to help 
develop these skills, and provide a list of children's literature that can be 
used in the classroom to promote learning at this level. Participants will leave 
the session with a stronger understanding of the developmental needs of 
early readers and resources to use right away. 
Tonya Salisbury                    P

A-18 Teaching for the Joy 
Let us address how joy can be part of our planning and acknowledge the 
wonderful joys of teaching! Let us also learn to teach for the joy as one of the 
outcomes of learning. It is easy to get caught up with lesson plans, conflicts, 
politics, curriculum, etc, but this session will provide attendees insight on 
remembering why you entered the teaching profession, and how you can 
build curriculum from student inquiry. Drawing on the work of Katie Egan 
Cunningham, author of Start with Joy: Designing Literacy Learning for 
Student Happiness and a concentrated effort to add joy to teaching, you'll 
learn how you can bring joy to your planning, your teaching, the reading and 
writing ability of your students, and your overall classroom. 
Kevin Cordi               ALL

A-14 Classroom Supports for Students 
Come and learn about simple classroom supports that any teacher could 
provide for students at a moment's notice. Examples will be shown and can 
be implemented immediately into the participant's classroom. 
Melissa Eddington               ALL

A-16 What's holding you back? 
Do you find yourself stumped by students that struggle with spelling and 
word study?  Are you looking for ways to make your word study instruction 
more impactful? Drawing from Reading Recovery strategies and Orton 
Gillingham strategies, two reading teachers will share strategies that you 
could infuse in word study instruction to make it more powerful. 
Tessa Allen, Kelly Sabo                   P

B-3 Using Art, Music, and Quotes to Connect Your 
Standards and Engage Your Students 
Using well-known works of art, pieces of music and famous quotations allow 
teachers to address various content standards while also engaging students. 
These easily adaptable formats give teachers a template for integrating 
science, history, literature and student experience. This format can be used 
as an instructional tool or as a spiral review. Because the pieces selected 
can be open to interpretation, there are no "correct" answers and students 
often share information about themselves. You will walk away with a few 
editable templates for various subject areas.  
Nicole Noteman               ALL

A-17 Mathematically Literate Learners 
Experience instructional practices that promote mathematical fluency through 
conceptual understanding. What specific instructional strategies can 
teachers utilize to develop numerical fluency in ALL students? Why are these 
instructional approaches important? How can teachers utilize student 
thinking to promote fluency progress? 
Kate Baker                  P/I

B-2 Shine Your Light 
Creative living is for everyone! This session takes a broader look at creativity, 
sharing eight strategies and truths that we can model for our kids. Providing 
a real look at the joys, challenges, setbacks and other stops on the creative 
journey, this session will give you the tools to create an environment that will 
empower curious and creative kids! 
Jess Keating*                    ALL
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A-15 Launching Word Study 
Before jumping into your word study progression, consider building 
excitement and interest around words with students and help students 
learn how to utilize available resources and tools in order to assist students 
in becoming independent spellers and increase their vocabulary. 
Sharon Clark, Halie Miller                                        I 

(Session B continued on next page)
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B-7 New Words and New Worlds 
Together, we will journey to new worlds, where the wonder and power of new 
words and new cultural contexts await to shift our perspectives, reframe our 
mindsets, and create a memorable shared experience. This journey will 
positively impact our teaching practice and help us connect, empathize, and 
move our students in startling new ways. 
Kyle Hildebrandt             I/M/H

B-9 There is Still a lot of Hype Around HyperDocs! 
I will show you tips and tricks on how to create amazing HyperDocs that will 
keep your students engaged and actively learning. I will also be sharing a 
folder full of templates that you can modify for your own use! Although my 
focus will be language skills, all templates are cross-curricular. Looking for a 
quick assessment? I will share Pear Deck templates too!  
Lindie Schweitzer              P/I/M

B-11 From Poverty to Possibility 
Do you understand the lives children in generational poverty lead? Do you 
know how to reach them? How to empower them? Learn the values children/
teens/families in generational poverty hold, what books depict them 
accurately, and what books can afford them glimpses of hope and 
possibilities. 
Christina Dorr, Ph.D.              ALL

B-13 You're Not Reading the Whole Book?! 
Hear how one high school teacher gets her students to read more by reading 
less. This session will discuss strategies used to relinquish whole novel 
studies of the classics in preference of excerpts of the classics supplemented 
by YA literature. 
Nicole Perry               M/H

B-5 Breathe Life into Your Student's Narrative Nonfiction 
Where do story ideas come from? How do you develop an idea into a 
narrative nonfiction story? Award-winning author Nancy Roe Pimm will 
demonstrate how to organize data into a story that will emotionally connect to 
readers. Learn many revision tips and tricks that will take your students 
writing to the next level or use the information to get them excited about 
writing works of nonfiction. 
Nancy Roe Pimm               ALL

B-12 Reading Instruction for Children with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder in an Inclusion Classroom 
Participants will gain greater understanding of the unique reading needs of 
students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). The presenter will explore 
options and best practices for classroom instruction for students with ASD in 
an inclusive classroom. Additionally, the presenter will discuss various 
curricula and instructional strategies best suited to student with ASD within a 
general educational setting and an intervention setting. The emphasis of this 
session will be on building comprehension strategies and vocabulary skills 
among students with ASD and helping these students access the general 
curriculum, letting their unique perspectives and voices be heard as 
members of community of readers. 
Erica Clark               ALL

B-14 Reading to Make a Difference: Exploring Mirrors, 
Windows, and Doors with Children's Literature 
In this session, we will explore Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop's notion of books as 
mirrors, windows, and doors as a way to help children see themselves in 
books while also exploring diverse perspectives, identities, and lived 
experiences. A careful selection of diverse books, by centering the children in 
our classrooms is the first step to creating inclusive and equitable spaces. 
We will also discuss ways to move beyond the endpapers of a book to 
facilitate rich conversations and to ultimately help students open doors 
toward action. Classroom examples and suggested children's literature from 
our book, "Reading to Make a Difference" will be shared. 
Katie Kelly              P/I/M

B-6 2020 Charlotte Huck Award Winners 
Come learn about the Huck Award selection process and the 2020 Charlotte 
Huck Award winners. 
Mary Lee Hahn              P/I/M

B-10 Bringing Book Clubs to Life in Your Classroom 
We're going to explore the purpose of book clubs and demonstrate ways to 
facilitate them at different reading levels. We'll give examples of different 
focuses for book clubs and the books we use for them, as well as the 
different strategies we use. 
Randi Beatty, Beth Herchek              M/H

(Session B continued on next page)

B-4 Impacting Comprehension Through Word-Learning 
Strategies 
There are four components to effective vocabulary instruction. Do you know 
them? If not, join us to explore what science has to share about vocabulary 
instruction and its impact on comprehension. 
David Hensinger                      P

Session 
Coding Key
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Intermediate

High School

Reading Writing Word Study
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Intervention

Literacy in the 
Content Areas

B-15 Transferring Word Study Into Writing 
This session focuses on differentiated strategies to help students transfer 
word study concepts into their writing. We will explore reasons why transfer 
may be challenging and share strategies to increase accountability and 
independence. 
Sarah Batchelder, Reanna Spencer                P/I

B-8 What's different about teaching reading to students 
learning English? 
This session will examine five research-based principles of second language 
instruction. Teachers will learn how to connect these principles to teaching 
and learning strategies that accelerate the learning process, promote 
academic achievement, and foster academic language acquisition. 
Melissa Eddington, Teresa Troyer           I/M/H
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C-4 Welcome to the Jungle: Calibrating Your 
Creative Compass 
When it comes to creativity, it's easy to fall into the trap of thinking one size 
fits all. We can't expect our students to embrace their creativity and dreams if 
we don't do the same ourselves! Our lives (and those of our students!) are 
rich and diverse, so our explorations into creativity must reflect that. In this 
session, author, illustrator, and zoologist Jess Keating will shine a light on ten 
misconceptions about the creative life that can hinder, or even harm, your 
own process. We'll also cover empowering solutions to get you back  
on track.  
Jess Keating*               ALL

C-2 Teaching History and Diverse Stories  
Jewell will lead a discussion for how to use her novels in the classroom. 
From Reconstruction, to the Deepwater Horizon spill, to 9/11--she will talk 
about how she writes for teachers and how her novels add historical 
emotional awareness and knowledge for middle grade students.            
Jewell Parker Rhodes*               ALL

C-3 The Blueprints: Community Building When Not 
Everyone Is on the Same Page  
So much of the progress that we seek to make in school gets stalled or 
sidelined because we are "waiting for everyone to get on the same page". 
This kind of institutional synchronicity does not exist. Anything worth having 
in school -- student growth, cultural proficiency, inclusion, equity -- is 
achieved by working intentionally through sometimes opposing viewpoints, 
ideas, understandings, and approaches. Our leadership in school 
communities must be about embracing this kind of intellectual labor, not 
running from it. In this session, we will use case studies to look at ways to 
embrace our inclusive vision for schools and for literacy in public while 
practicing the kinds of clear conversations and relationship building that we 
don't often get to practice.                                                                   
Cornelius Minor*               ALL

C-1 How Will We Know What They're Thinking?  
Curiosity about students' mathematical thinking is the heart of effective, joyful 
mathematics teaching. There are four channels via which we can gather 
information about student thinking: looking at student work, observing 
students while they work, conferring with students about their thinking, and 
asking students to reflect on their learning. Together, we'll explore how 
opening these channels sparks a productive chain reaction in our teaching. 
Let's get hooked on students' mathematical thinking!                               
Tracy Zager*                ALL 

B-18 Podcasts in the Classroom: A new way of 
storytelling, presenting, and discussing 
Tired of the same old essays? Want to have more engaging class 
discussions? Have students with crippling anxiety that always miss 
presentation days, beg for an alternate assignment, or just take the zero? 
Podcasts have been growing in popularity for years now, and harnessing this 
medium in the classroom can open up lots of possibilities for developing 21st 
century literacy skills while improving engagement with the material, 
participation in class discussions, and digital navigation skills. Come learn 
about techniques for implementing this strategy into the curriculum and get 
some free tools and platforms to use in the classroom. 
Joshua Coleman               M/H

B-20 Meaningful Differentiation and Personalization with 
Leveled Texts in The Un-leveled Humanities Class 
While many secondary educators benefit from leveled courses (i.e. English 
11, Honors English 11, AP English, etc.) that tailor to diverse levels of interest 
and aptitude, others serve both the most reluctant/low-aptitude students in 
the same room as the most engaged/gifted students. This session addresses 
that challenge by offering a framework for a multi-book, interdisciplinary 
humanities unit grounded in leveled texts, personalized instruction, and 
increased independence that allow all students to feel successful. Cohesion 
is created by synthesis assignments and essential questions. Additional 
supports, small group extension, and discussion ensure that students 
collaborate to create meaning and are supported or stretched appropriately. 
Tiffany Kula, Maxwell Orr              M/H

B-21 Making the Most of Mentor Texts 
Are you looking to bring student writing to life with mentor texts? Maybe 
you've heard of "mentor texts," and you're not quite sure how to utilize them 
within your classroom. Come dive into mentor texts and explore classroom 
applications: the why, how, and what! We will systematically unpack the 
rationale behind the use of mentor texts and generate ideas for different 
genres of writing. We will also explore how students can take ownership of 
mentor texts. Participants will leave with ideas and strategies they can 
implement in their classroom the next day! 
Katie Knoedler, Allison Mayer                   P

B-17 Whose Classroom Is It Anyways? 
Who controls the learning? Who is doing the talking? Who does time belong 
to? As educators, we have the responsibility to design learning opportunities 
that allow students to think critically about and to communicate throughout 
their conceptual growth. Let's consider how students' voices can be heard in 
the classroom. Many of the instructional strategies shared come from the 
secondary mathematics classroom, but they can be revised for any subject 
or grade-level classroom. 
Bethany Cybak               M/H

B-19 Integrated Curriculum: Combining English and 
Biology for an Authentic, Project-based, Learning 
Experience 
Integrated Curriculum aims to integrate various disciplines in order to 
provide students an authentic learning experience that will aid them in 
future careers. It also helps in seeking to close the gap for disproportionately 
underperforming diverse students. 
Erik Rothacker, Ashley Sander                               M/H
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B-16 Genrefication: A New Way to Ignite a Passion for 
Reading 
What is best practice for ensuring a passion for reading? How do you know 
when it is time to rethink existing methods to better meet that goal? Can you 
shake things up, take a risk and try something new? After thoroughly 
exploring and evaluating ways to reignite the joy of reading in our community, 
we discovered the solution was a new approach to how our collection was 
accessed. By sharing the journey of genrefying our collection, we will 
illustrate the worthwhile nature of taking risks and utilizing your expert voice 
to bring about essential change. 
Patty Dunn               ALL


